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1. INTRODUCTION 
An (n, k) group code A has been defined as a k-dimensional subspace of 
V,~(K), the n-dimensional vector space over a finite field K. The code is 
said to be cyclic if for each vector a = (ao, al .... , an_l) in A, the vector 
a' = (al,  as ..... an_~, a0) is also in A. If we define the weight of a vector a 
in A as the number of non-zero components in a, then it turns out that 
the error-correcting capability of A is completely determined by the 
least non-zero weight in A. In most applications, the field K is taken 
to be GF(2), the field with two elements, and the codes are therefore 
binary codes. While the newer practical cyclic codes--Bose-Chaudhuri, 
Reed-Solomon, etc. [1]--have simple mechanizable algebraic encoding 
and decoding procedures, it is not always possible to determine the 
exact error-correcting capabilities of the codes; in general only certain 
bounds are known. This is perhaps not surprising, since the notion of 
vector weight is not a natural algebraic oncept; it has been imported 
from coding theory. Thus it is an important and apparently difficult 
problem to determine the minimum non-zero weight in these cyclic 
subspaces or codes. We also wish to know the exact distribution of 
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weights in a code; such information is needed to compute rror proba- 
bilities when the code is used in various applications. 
Cyclic codes are generated by a recursion rule or finite difference 
equation over K whose associated polynomial is a factor of x" - 1 of 
degree k over the field K [2]. They may alternately be characterized by 
polynomials with coefficients restricted to certain fields. Thus, the prob- 
lem of finding a formula or analytic expression for the weight of a vec- 
tor in terms of the parameters which characterize the code is made more 
interesting by the fact that our code operations are all modulo a finite 
characteristic, whereas the weight function is integer valued. Solomon 
(5) presented an exponential weight formula which demanded excessive 
computation and so was unwieldy. This paper is a simplification and 
extension of that approach. 
We present in this paper an explicit expression for the weight of a 
binary vector: 
N 
w(a) ~ Y~ I'2~(a)2 i. 
i=o 
In the case of cyclic codes, the coefficients/,i are expressed as functions 
of a number of parameters. These parameters arise naturally in the gen- 
eral representation of cyclic codes in Mattson-Solomon [2]. The coef- 
ficients in the formula above are obtained by computing symmetric 
sums of the n-th roots of unity (F 1 has been known for some time). 
Using the explicit expressions for / '2 ,  and F~, we obtain general results 
for weights occurring in certain cyclic codes. 
This paper is in I0 sections. Section 2 introduces the formula and gives 
an explicit expression for the coefficients in the p-ary expansion of an 
integer. Section 3 reviews the general representation f cyclic codes with 
the Mattson-Solomon polynomials. This is used in Section 4 to express 
the F i in terms of the field parameters; 1'2 is computed explicitly in 
Section 5. Some important applications of/"2 are contained in Section 6. 
We state as a theorem there that when p ---- -- 1 (mod 8) and xV _L_ 1 
= (x + 1)fofl, where for1 are irreducible polynomials of degree (p - 1)/2 
the (p,p + 1/2) cyclic codes have weights 0, 3 (mod 4). A simple 
proof that the Golay (23, 12) code corrects three errors follows directly 
from this fact. In Section 7, "M6bius inversion" on a lattice yields in- 
formation about certain symmetric sums of roots of unity, and as a cor- 
ollary gives a general formula for /2i, i > 2. 
In Section 8, F 4 is explicitly evaluated and an application in Section 9 
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yields an algebraic algorithm to obtain a non-linear equiweight code of 
length 24 with weights 12 and rate greater than 89 Finally, a general 
formula for weights of cyclic codes over an arbitrary prime field is pre- 
sented in Section 10. 
Let 
2. THE BINARY REPRESENTATION OF THE WEIGHT VECTOR 
a ~ (ao, aa , ..., an-a) 
be a binary n-tuple. If w is the number of ones in a, then 
,1 (w) 
171 = ~.~ ai ~ (mod 2) 
i=O 1 
(w) 
F2 = N alaN ~ (mod 2) 
i<j 2 
l 'w= ~ a i la i2 ' ' ' a i~  ~ ( w ) 
i1<i2< i ~. .  <i v W 
F ;=O l>w.  
~- 1 (rood 2) 
The weight w(a) of a is given in binary form uniquely by 
N 
wi2 i where N = [log2 n], 
i=1 
and, as usual, wi = 0 or 1. The following lemma of Lucas is crucial. 
LEMMA: I f  W ~ ~ Wi2 i is the binary expansion of  w, then w i - -  F2i 
(mod 2). More generally, i f  w = ]~v o wip i is the p-ary expansion of  the 
integer w (i.e., with each wi satisfying 0 ~ wi ~ p - 1, and N ~ {logp w}), 
then 
(w)= 
w,~ ~ pi p~!(w - -p i ) !  (rood p). 
PROOF. We expand the polynomial (1 § x) w over the field GF(p). 
We have 
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N 
(1 -k x)" ' - -  (1 + xV'", v* = H (1 "- x),,',/ 9 
i=0 
u 
w xi 1I (1 + x"')'", 
i=o i i=0 
- l ]  ~o vJP~ ' 
i=0 '= J 
Since this is a formal identity, the coefficients of x v' on both sides of 
the equation must be equal. Since the xP' term on the right can only arise 
(::) by taking i xg and multiplying it by (N-  1) ones, we obtain 
1 / : w;(mod p), 
which proves the lemma. 
The weight of the vector a is therefore given by 
N 
w(a) = ~ F,,_i(a)2 i. 
i=0 
We shall express the F2~(a) as functions of the coefficients of the Mattson- 
Solomon polynomials for cyclic codes. This formula greatly simplifies 
the exponential weight formula given in Solomon (5), since in that 
formula all the Pi were needed. 
3. CYCLIC CODES AND MATI-SoN-SOLOMON POLYNOMIALS. Let A be an 
(n, k) binary cyclic code generated by the recursion 
k 
E uiak+i = 0 
i=O 
whose associated polynomial 
k 
f (x)  = Z Hi x~ 
i=O 
divides x n -[- 1. Let fl be a fixed primitive n-th root of unity. Then with 
every code word a in A there is associated a polynomial 
n--1 
ggx)  : E cix ~ 
i=0 
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with the following six properties (for details see [2]): 
(a) I f  a = (a 0 , a l ,  ..., an_l) then g,(fl~) = as. 
(b) The c s are given by the Reed formula 
c s :  ~ aifl -~s, : j :O , I  ..... n -  1. 
i=o 
(Note that the c s are thus contained in the field containing the n-th roots 
__ n-1 =~ w(a) (mod 2), and also, that c2j----es2 of unity, that e0 ~i=o at 
for all j .)  
(c) ej = 0 whenever t i f f )  ~ O. (That is, the only c s that can enter in 
the expression for g,(x) are those e s such that f(fl;) = 0.) 
(d) I f  a-- - - (ao,  al .... ,an- l )  is given by (ga(fl~)), g , (x )= ~ csxS, 
then the cyclic shift of  a, denoted by Ta = (al, a2 .... , an_~, ao), is given 
by (gTa(ff)), where gT,(X) = ~ CjflSXL (Shifting a vector is thus equiv- 
alent to multiplying each c~ by ilL) 
(e) I f f (x )  = f l (x) f2(x) . . . f , (x)  where f i (x)  is irreducible over F, then 
we have 
g~(x) = ~ E ci xi 
j -~  i~T(.Cp 
where T ( f )= {i: f ( f l  ~) = 0}. 
Since the c~ are related by the equation c2i = c~ 2 we obtain 
ga(x) : ~ Tr cijxij, 
)=1 
where i s is any element of T(fj), and 
m-1 
Tr cljxii ==- ~ c~ xi3 z, 
1 o 
where m is the degree of)~(x) and the powers of x are reduced modulo n. 
(f) By property (c), c o = 0 unless (x § 1) I f (x) .  I f  (x + 1) I f (x ) ,  
A will contain even weight vectors only, since Co ~ w(a) (mod 2). I f  
(x + 1) I f (x ) ,  the vector u = (1, 1, ..., 1) is in A and so there is a I - 1 
correspondence b tween vectors of weight r and n - r given by a ~ a4-u. 
In this case, if w~ is the number of vectors of weight r, we have w~ = w,_r. 
Hence it is sufficient to compute the w r for even r. 
4. THE COEFFICIENTS F2~(a ) AS POLYNOMIALS IN THE Cj. We have shown 
that 
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N 
w(a) =: ~] F~(a)2 i for N [log2 n], 
i 1 
and, as remarked above, we may assume that w(a) : 0 (rood 2). Now 
F2~(a ) = ~ aj f l j2  " "  aj,.,, 
.it < J,,. "'" < i~.i 
- -  "f', g,(f l J ,)  g(,(/~J~) . . .  g~(/3J2') 
P(cj~ , c~ ..., cj~), which is a polynomial in the o's. 
Since w(Ta)  =- w(a),  and since property (d) of Section 3 above holds, 
we have 
P(e  h , cj~ . . . . .  cj~i) = e(flJ,cj~ , flJ~% . . . . .  fi:~"%,). 
This suggests that ~iz'_lji ~ 0 (rood n). This result is obtained in 
Section 7. 
5. COMPUTATION OF F2(a ). Using elementary methods, we now 
evaluate/ '2(a);  with this value, we obtain some new results about cyclic 
codes. 
THEOREM 1: I f  w(a) -~ 0 (rood 2), then 
(~-1) ,2  
r.~(a) Z cicn--i . 
i=1 
PROOF: Again, we recall that, according to property (f)  in the previous 
section, we may assume that w(a) 0 (rood 2); i.e., that Co, 0. Sub- 
stituting x~ = fl~ and yj = fit, we have 
F2(a) Z aiaj = Z g,(f l i )g~(fl j)  
i<j i<j 
= E crx~ r E c~)'; ~ 
i<j r= l  s= l  
= E E c~c~(x~)'; ~ + x~)' J) .  
i<j r,s 
The second sum in the last equation is taken over all possible unordered 
terms c~e~. As a result F2(a) takes the form 
F2(a) = E Ar,.~ etch, 
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where the At. ~ are given by 
Ar.s = Z (xiry/ + x iSy / )= Y, xiry/ 9 
i<j i~j  
But since for any xi,  yj it is true that 
,1  
Xi  r y jS  = ~a X rv s i .~ + Z x?  "~, 
i~O i ~O i r j i=o 
and since, if x0 ..... x._l are the n-th roots of unity over any field, 
.-1 f 0 if r~0 (mod n) 
Xi  r 
~=o ~ n if r ~ 0 (mod n), 
and since we may assume r ~ 0, s ~ 0 (mod n), it follows that 
Thus 
Ar,s  
0 = A~,.~ + ~ ~r+., 
i=0 
f 0 unless r + s ~ 0 (rood n), 
) 
) - -n~ 1 (rood2) i f r+s~0 (rood n). 
And so from Eq. (1) there now remains 
(n-i)/2 
/ '2 (a )  : Z CiCn-1,  
i=l 
the assertion of the theorem. 
(1) 
(2) 
6. COROLLARIES OF THE / '2 FORMULA 
COROLLARY 1: Let A be a cyclic code generated by f(x). If, for every y 
such that f(7) = O, we ha~e f(y -I) :/: O, then F2for the code A is O. 
PROOF: Note that cj. corresponds to f(fl~) = O. Thus c i and c_i are 
never simultaneously non-zero by hypothesis. 
COROLLARY 2: All cyclic codes A with F2(a) = 0 for all a e A have 
for their even weights w, w ~ 0 (rood 4). 
PROOF: I f  w(a) ~ 2 (mod 4), then l'2(a ) = 1, since 
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l , (W)  (4m + 2) (4m -- 1) 
2 . . . . . . .  ] - -2  . . . . . .  (2m ~ l ) (4m ~ 1) 1 (rood 2). 
COROLLARY 3. All cyclic codes A of length n -~ 3 (mod4) with l'2(a) -- 0 
.for all a ~ A have only weights w ~ 0 or 3 (mod 4) occurring. Similarly, 
i fn  : 1 (4) and I'.,. - 0, al ia ~ A, only weights w 0 or 1 (rood4) can 
Occur .  
This follows easily from Corollary 2 and property ( f )  of Section 4. 
THEOREM 2. Euery vector in the class of (p,p + 1/2) cyclic codes, 
with p - 1 (rood 8) and xP -  1 (x -  1)fo(x)fl(x), where fo(X) 
and fL(x) are irreducible of degree p - 1/2, has weight w 0, 3 (rood 4). 
PROOV: It can be shown that this class of codes satisfies Corollary 1. 
Hence 1~ .... 0 for even-weight vectors. The details are omitted. 
The last theorem, when applied to the famous Golay (23, 12) code 
[1, p. 70], proves that the code is triple-error-correcting. See also an inde- 
pendent proof that F 2 ~-. 0 for this code in Section 9 below. For proof, 
note that the Bose-Chaudhuri bound indicates that the minimum weight 
of code words is at least 5. But 5 ~ 3(4), so 7 is the minimum possible 
odd weight. Further, no words of weight 6 occur, since 6 ~ 0(4). This 
weight of 7 must be attained, for the sphere-packing bound limits the 
minimum weight to at most 7. Other proofs of this result have been 
given by computer search, as well as by projective geometry methods 
(A. Gleason, unpublished), but the present proof is the shortest known. 
7. HIGHER-ORDER / "S  
In this section we present a method for computing F,. for any integer . 
The definition of Fr is 
Fr(a) :~ ~ aga~."a i r .  
il <i2 <'"<i r 
In terms of the Mattson-Solomon polynomials for cyclic codes, this is 
I~(a) : • g~,(flq) ga(fli2) . . .  g~(fli~), 
il <i2~'"<i r 
where/3 is a primitive n-th root of unity. For reasons which will become 
clear later, we shall let/~ -- xi in what follows, and consider Fr(a ) as a 
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polynomial in the n variables Xo, xi .... , x ._ l .  By definition, g~(x) 
= Y c~x~; thus 
F~(a) = Z Z cjx~ 
i l<'"<ir  k=l j=0 
it <'"<it (~ (B) 
where the summation indicated (A)above is taken over all (n +r -  1] 
\ r ? 
unordered r-tuples (repetition allowed) from the set {0, 1, ..., n - 1 }, 
and the summation indicated (B) is taken over all distinct terms ob- 
tainable by permutations of the variables xq ,  x~, ..... xi~. We now con- 
sider Fr(a ) as a polynomial in the c's and collect terms: 
I 'r(a) = Z Aj~, J2 ..... Jr cj~cj2 "'" c j,. , 
(A) 
where (A) is as described, and 
Aj,,j, ..... j,---- Ex~,x~2 x~ (*) 
~l t2 . . . .  
This summation is taken over all distinct terms obtainable by selections 
of the r distinct variables xq ,  xi, .... , xir 9 We observe that Aj~. j, ..... Jr 
is a symmetric polynomial in the n variables Xo, X l ,  ..., X,_l 9 We shall 
need some information about expressions of the type (*). 
Consider polynomials in n variables Xl, x2 ..... x,  over a field F. 
Let 2 = (21,22 ..... 2,) be a collection of non-negative integers, and 
define the symmetric polynomial 
where the sum is taken over all distinct terms which can be obtained by 
arbitrary combinations (without repetition) of the variables. I f  2 has 
only one element, say 2 = (21), then k(2) = ~] x~ '1 is an ordinary power- 
sum symmetric function. In what follows, if m is a non-negative integer, 
k(m)  will always mean k(2) where 2 ---- (m) is a one-element collection. 
We shall now develop k(2) as a polynomial in these power-sum symme- 
tric functions k(m).  
We assume initially that the characteristic of F is zero. Let mi be the 
multiplicity of  the integer i in 2. Then 
~(rni! ) k(2) = • x~ x~ ... x~ r - - -  h(/~), (2) 
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where now the sum is taken over all [ n ] combinations of the var- 
\ r , ! 
iables x~j. In effect, then, we can regard h().) as a k(fi) in which the fi; 
are regarded as formally distinct. 
Now consider the set P;. of all partitions of the set 2 ~ {21, L, ..... fi~}. 
(It will always be clear whether we are considering fl as a collection of 
integers or a sert with r elements, so that we need not formally distin- 
guish these logical differences.) For clarity, we shall refer to the subsets 
in such a partition p as the blocks of p. We introduce a partial ordering 
> on P;. as follows: if p and q are partitions of 2, then p > q if and only 
if every block p is contained in some block of q (i.e., p > q if p is a 
refinement of q.) Thus if r 3, we could diagram P;. as below: 
(}'I, 
0,,) 0,2)(X3) 
~2)(~ (~I' ~3 ) (~2) (~2' ~3 ) (~I), 
It is easy to see that, under >,  P;. become a lattice with top element 
t~. (,~1)('~) ... (2,.). 
Next, we introduce two functions on P;. : if p e P;. is the partition 
l 
2= Us~ and if ai -= ~ j  s, 29, then we define 
f (p )  -= h(al) h(a2) ... h(at), 
g(p) :== h(cr), where a (a~, a2 ..... oi). 
For example if ). -= (21,22,23,24,2.5 ,26) ,  and if p is (21,2a,  ;t~) 
(22,26)(25), then 
f (p )  = h(21 + 2a + 2a) h(L, § 26) h(25) 
and 
g(p) -- h(21 q- 23 +- 2~, 22 + 26,2~). 
The following lemma is crucial to our development. 
LEMMA: f (p )  = ~q<_p g(q). 
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PROOF: With notation as introduced above, 
f (p)  = (E x~ I) (E x~) . . .  (Z  x~' l)
= E x~{ x~ . . .  x~,  
the sum being taken over all n 1 possible /-tuples (a l ,  a 2 . . . . .  al). TO 
each such l-tuple we assign a partition of the collection ($1, $2, ..., Sl) 
as follows : Si and Sj are in the same block if and only if ai aj .  We 
call two monomials from the above sum equivalent if their subscripts 
determine the same partition of ($1, $2 ..... SI). Thus the terms of f (p)  
divide themselves into equivalence classes, and to each such equivalence 
class there corresponds in a natural way a partition of ;t with q < p; 
i.e., to a partition of ($1, $2, ..., Sl), such as (Sq .... Si~)(Ss~ .... Sj~) .... 
we associate the partition of 2" (S~ w ... w Sir), ($5~ u ... u $5) ..... 
Clearly the sum of the terms in a given equivalence class of f (p)  is the 
corresponding g(q). This proves the lemma. 
In view of the lemma, we may use M6bius inversion on the lattice P~. 
to determine g(t;.) = h(2): 
h(2) = g(ta) = Z #(P)f(P),  (3) 
P~P2 
where # is the M6bius function associated with P~. This function has 
been determined by several authors (see e.g., Rota [3]): i fp  is given by 
z 
2 = U Si (with no S~ = q~), and if S~ has si elements, then 
i=1 
l 
/~(p) = ( -  1)'-z H (sz -  1)! 
/=I  
Since eachf(p) is a product of power-sum symmetric functions, Eq. (3) 
is the required expansion. Finally, from Eq. (2), we see that 
1 
k (2 ) -  ]~ I~(p)f(p). (4) 
The special cases r = 1, r = 2 of formula (4) appear in MacMahon's 
book (4). Also, we remark in passing that Eq. (4) gives almost immedia- 
tely the formula for the elementary symmetric functions in terms of the 
power-sum symmetric functions over a field of characteristic 0. Thus if 
n 
^ 
we let ;t = (], 1 ..... 1") in (4), it is easy to see that 
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1 
k(`1) ~: a,, -~!- Z /t(2)S~., 
the sum above is extended over all number theoretic partitions of n, and 
if `1 is of the form (V1 2 ~, 3 r~ ...), then 
( -  1)'~ zn! 
/~(`1)-- lr~2~ .. " rl!r2! 
where l -- l(`1) is the number of blocks in the partition 2. Finally S, 
-- S~. 1 S~ .... where Sr = Y~ xi r is the power-sum symmetric function. 
Thus for example 
O" I - -  S 1 , 
0"2 : 1 ($12 - "  $2) ,  
O'a : ~(S I  a - 3S1S 2 @ 2Sa), 
t7t - -  .~4($14 - -  6S1~$2 T 3S2  '2 @ 8S1S 3 - 6Sa). 
We are now in a position to compute the functions k(`1) in the special 
case where the x~ are the n-th roots of unity over F (still temporari ly of 
characteristic zero). In this case, we know that the power-sum symmetric 
functions (k) are all zero except when m 0 (mod n), in which case 
k(m) = n. Thus ifP~. ~ represents the subset of P~. of partitions ,t = u Si 
with each ai =~ 0 (mod n), then 
1 
k(`1) 7tmi! y_..o#(pjn (5) 
where l -- l(p) is the number of blocks in the partition p. 
All of our considerations o far have been with the assumption that 
the characteristic of F is zero. We now discuss the possibility of relaxing 
this assumption. 
The polynomial k(2), being symmetric, can be expressed as a poly- 
nomial in the elementary symmetric functions, i.e., functions k(v) with 
r = (1, 1 ..... 1) (see, for example, Jacobson [7]). Further, since k(2) 
has integral coefficients, it is well known that the representation of k(`1) 
as such a polynomial will also have integral coefficients. So suppose we 
have k(`1) = P, with P a polynomial in the elementary symmetric func- 
tions. Now the relation k(`1) = P is simply a polynomial identity, and so 
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it is valid over any field F, whether or not the characteristic is zero. 
(Of course we must consider the coefficients modulo the characteristic 
of  the field.) Also, if the xi are the n-th roots of unity over any field F, 
then all the elementary symmetric functions are zero except k(~) with 
v --~ (l, 1 .... , 1), in which case k(v) -- ( -  1) n. Hence if we can compute 
v 
n 
k(it) when the xi are the n-th roots of  unity over any field of characteristic 
0, and if we reduce this value (mod p), the resulting value is the same as 
k(it) in any field of  characteristicp. But formula (5) is such an expression, 
and so it is valid whether or not the characteristic of  F is zero. 
Thus formula (5) is exactly what we need to evaluate the coefficients 
in (*), since the xi in (*) are n-th roots of unity over GF(2). If). • ( J l ,  J2, 
9 .., Jr) is a subscript as in (*), we define an admissible partition of it as a 
partition of  it such that the sum of the elements in each block is ~ 0 
(rood n). Thus if n ---- 7 and it -~ (1, 2, 5, 6) the admissible partitions 
of 2 are (1, 2, 5, 6) and (1, 6) (2, 5). We state these results in the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM: Fr(a ) ~ ~(A) A j , ,  j ,  ..... Jr CjlCj2... CJr' 
where 
A51 ' ~, ..... ~- ---- A~ ~ k(it) (mod 2) 
with it -- (j~, J2,..., Jr) in Eq. (5). 
COROLLARY: I f  J1 ~- J2 ~- " ' "  ~- Jr ~- n, or more  generally, if the 
only admissible partition of it is the one-part partition, then 
( -  1) r-i ( r -  1)! 
Aa - -  ( r -  1)!n -- (mod 2). 
7tm i ! 7tm i ! 
Several remarks are in order here. It is clear that if Jl + j2 § " '"  
+ Jn ~ 0 (rood n), that no partition of  it is admissible, and so A~ ---- 0. 
Also, as we noticed earlier, we can assume without loss of generality 
that the vector has even weight, so that Co -- 0, and hence we need not 
compute A)~ if any j~ z 0. Finally, the theorem gives, as an easy corol- 
lary, the formula for /"2 obtained above, since J l - t - J2 - -0  (mod n) 
if and only if Jl = n - j2, whereas if n is odd we can assume Jl 3 & J2 by 
our above remarks. Thus A31,n_jl = - -n  ~ 1 (mod 2). 
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8. COMPUTING l 'a 
We next use the theorem to compute F~. We divide the subscript 
vectors it ( J l ,  ix ,  J3, J4) into 3 classes: 
CLASS I: The only admissible partit ion of )~ is ( J l ,  J,,, J3, J4). Here 
- 6n 
A;. ~ (rood 2). 
And so A;. - -  1 (rood 2) if and only i f2  is of one of the following forms: 
i t=  ( r , r , s , t ) ;  2 r+s-+-  t 0 (rood n), 
). == (r, r, r, s); 3r . s 0 (rood n). 
CLASS I I :  it ( i , j ,n  -- i ,n - - j )  with iv/~j.  Then it has the admis- 
sible partit ions: 
2 = ( i , j ,n  -- i ,n -- j), 
i t - -  ( i ,n - -  i ) ( j ,n - -  j). 
Hence A ; . -  -- 6n+n ~= 1 (rood 2). 
CLASS i l l :  it = (i, i, n - i, n -- i). Hence it has 3 admissible parti- 
tions: 
2 = ( i , i ,n  - i ,n -- i), 
it --  (i, n - i) (i, n - i) (two of this last type). 
Thus 
n"---3n (n )  
A z ~( - -  6n - -  2n 2) 2 - 2 -- 
In this case it follows that 
B . 
A~. - -0 (mod 2) if n - -  1 (rood 4) 
- 1 (mod 2) if n - -  1 (rood 4). 
Summariz ing the results above, for even-weight vectors we have 
F4 ~- E c?cj + E c[~cjck + E c~c,~_~c~c,,_~ 
3i+j-0(mod n) 2i+j+k=O(mod n) i<j 
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The theorem of Section 7 is applicable to higher-order F 's ,  but the 
enumeration of all possible classes of subscript vectors becomes in- 
creasingly tedious. Thus fo r / ' s ,  there are 7 types of possible admissible 
partitions, corresponding to the 7 partitions of the integer 8 with parts 
all not less than 2; the situation is further complicated by the fact that 
a given subscript vector can have many possible admissible partitions. 
9. APPLICATIONS OF -/14 
We shall compute -/4 for the Golay (23, 12) code. The recursion poly- 
nomial for this code is f(x) = x 11 + x 9 + x 7 + x 6 + x 5 + x § 1, and 
x 2z § 1/x + 1 is the product of two irreducible polynomials; using the 
properties of the Mattson-Solomon polynomials g,(x) listed in Section 3 
above (see [2] for details), we see that for every vector a of even weight 
we have the trace polynomial 
ga(X) : CX ~l C2X 2 ~- C 2~x4 -i- C23X 8 ~- C24X 16 ~- C25X 9 _L_ C28X18 
C27X 13 -+- C28X 3 -~ C29X 6 ~- C21~ ' 
for some c in GF(211); ga(fl ~) - -  a i ,  for some specific root of f (x) .  Note 
that this immediately shows that c~c,, = 0 for all i, and so /~-  0. 
Hence the weights of the code satisfy w ~ 0, 3 (mod 4). Our previous 
calculation of F 4 now tells us that 
22 22 
F4= ~] r162 ~_a ci2CjiCki 9 
i=1 i=1 
3+/=23 2+j+k=23 
The first of  these terms is zero. Hence 
F4 = Tr(eaca6co) = Tr(c 1+2'+29) 
= Tr(eOg). 
Since c is in GF[21a], we have c 211-1 = c 23.89 = 1 if c ~ 0. Therefore, if 
we choose 7 as a primitive 89-th root of unity, we know that setting 
y = c yields 
F4(c) I~(7)  = F4(yff), l -- 0, 1 ..... 22, 
since ~,flz simply represents a cyclic shift of  the original vector. In order 
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to find those vectors a with F~ - 1, we thus need only find those 7 such 
that f4(y) 1. Now 
14(7) Tr(7 ,~.~) 
= Tr(7~ .q4) 
Tr[7'~']. 
By consulting tables for the factorization of x 8~ _ 1, we find that 
there are 56 values of 7 such that Tr(79) -: 1 (of course 79 is also a 
primitive root of unity). Therefore, there are 56 9 23 -- 1288 code words 
with F~- -1 .  All even weight vectors thus satisfy w 4 (rood 8). 
Since the Bose-Chaudhuri bound assures us that 5 < w < 18, there are 
consequently 1228 code words of weight 12. These words have Mattson- 
Solomon polynomials g~(x)= Tr(yfltx), f l23~ 1, where 789= 1, 
Tr (79)= 1, l=0 ,  l, 2 ..... 22. 
We note also that there are 56 9 23 code words of weight l 1 given by 
ga(x) = 1 + Tr(yfllx) in the (23, 12) code. This gives us an algebraic' 
method for generating a non-linear (23, 11) code with 2576 vectors 
which all have nearly the same number of zeros and ones, and such that 
the distance between code words is at least 7. If we add a parity check 
bit, we obtain a non-linear code of length 24, with all weights 12, and 
distance at least 8. Such codes are useful in command systems in which 
balance must be obtained between the number of zeros and ones in a 
code word. 
10. GENERALIZATIONS TO GF(p), p A PRIME 
Let A be an (n, k) cyclic code over GF(p). The weight w(a) of a code 
vector a is defined to be the number of non-zero components of a, just 
as in the binary case. Let ~ be the vector obtained from a by changing 
every non-zero component of a to one. Then if the Mattson-Solomon 
polynomials associated with a and t7 are denoted by g=(x) and ha(x), 
respectively, we see that (g~(x))p-l--ha(x), since, if g~(fl J)~ 0, then 
g~-l(fl~) = 1. Using the polynomials ha(x), the analogy with the case 
p = 2 is almost exact. 
(w) If  w = ~ wip i is the p-ary expansion of w, then wi = pi (mod p) 
from the lemma in Section 2. If now we define the F ' s  by reference to 
the case p = 2, we have 
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/'1(a) = / l l (a )~ YJ ai ~ (w)  (m~ p) 
Fz(a) = F2(6)= Y, 6 i5 j -  (w]  (mod P) \ / 2 
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Fr(a )= Fr(6 )= ~ 6q6i~ " "  6i , - - -  / \ (w]  (too dp) .  
it <i2<...<i r \ 
Thus, our basic formula w(a)= Y, Fr i remains true. As we ob- 
served earlier, formula (5) in Section 7 is true for fields of any character- 
istic, so that the formula there can still be applied to calculate the F's. 
We must, however, apply that formula to 
n-1  
h~(x) Z e~x ~. 
i=O 
Thus in particular 
I'l(a) -- ngo 
F2(a) = (n 2 - n)~o 2 - n Y, (iCn i.  
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